Introduction

Although there is no widely accepted definition of user-generated content (“UGC”), it may be described as material uploaded to the Internet by website users. As will be seen, the extreme popularity of UGC is relatively recent. Legal theories are still developing on when liability will attach to those that post certain types of UGC or those that facilitate or otherwise enable such posting. This article will provide an overview of UGC, discuss a number of legal issues that relate to its use, and offer some thoughts on “best practices” to minimize liability relating to UGC.

(a) Types of UGC

UGC exists in a variety of forms, including blogs; micro-blogs (such as those uploaded to Twitter); user reviews (such as product reviews made on Amazon.com); content uploaded to social networking sites (such as Facebook, LinkedIn and Google+); photographs and videos uploaded to file-sharing sites (such as Flickr, SnapFish and YouTube); information uploaded to wikis (such as Wikipedia and Wetpaint); and content uploaded to virtual world websites (such as Second Life).

(b) Prevalence of UGC

It is estimated that there are currently over 172,000,000 identified blogs online, with over 100,000 new blogs being created each day. It has also been estimated that approximately 37% of U.S. Internet users in 2008 had a social network profile, 11% had blogs, 8% uploaded videos and
6% participated in a virtual world.\textsuperscript{10} It was estimated in June 2010 that the world annually spends over 110 billion minutes on social networks and blog sites, representing 22% of all time online.\textsuperscript{11} In addition, in 2010, social network or blog sites were visited by 75% of global consumers who went online, a 24% increase over 2009.\textsuperscript{12} It has also been predicted that by 2013 there will be nearly 135 million U.S. UGC consumers (\textit{i.e.}, viewers) and more than 114 million UGC creators and that UGC creators will account for approximately 52% of all U.S. Internet users.\textsuperscript{13} Both the numbers of UGC consumers and creators are expected to significantly increase over the next several years.\textsuperscript{14}

The two most visited websites on the Internet, Facebook and YouTube,\textsuperscript{15} are sites devoted to UGC. According to Facebook, which has more than 800 million active users, every day, more than 250 million photos are uploaded to the site and more than two billion posts are “liked” and commented on.\textsuperscript{16} Each day, YouTube exceeds three billion views and more than 48 hours of video are uploaded to the site every minute,\textsuperscript{17} the vast majority of which are UGC.\textsuperscript{18} Twitter has also become increasingly more popular with more than 106 million user accounts.\textsuperscript{19} It has been estimated that there are over 90 million “tweets” (posts uploaded to Twitter) created per day.\textsuperscript{20} Wikipedia, ranked as the sixth most visited website,\textsuperscript{21} provides access to over 18 million UGC articles in 279 languages.\textsuperscript{22}

As might be expected, online entrepreneurs have been looking for ways to profit from the massive popularity of UGC. It has been projected that UGC websites, such as YouTube and Facebook, will earn $4.3 billion in advertising revenue in 2011.\textsuperscript{23} YouTube sells text ads, ban-
ners and graphic overlays for as much as $20 per thousand viewers, targeting audiences based on video content or viewer demographics. Youtube has entered into partnerships with the owners of Youtube’s most popular videos whereby, in exchange for permitting Youtube to attach ads to their videos, the owners are entitled to share in the revenue generated from the ads attached to their videos.

(c) Incorporating UGC into Corporate Websites

Its widespread and increasing popularity has led many businesses to utilize UGC in their corporate websites to attract the millions of users who consume and create UGC. Utilizing UGC helps businesses increase website traffic (by boosting the site’s search engine optimization), attract new customers, generate brand awareness and strengthen customer loyalty.

There are a number of methods by which companies can incorporate UGC into their business practices. By creating a company blog, corporations can reach out to their customers in an informal way, put a human face on the company, create brand loyalty and provide readily accessible, useful and interesting information. Corporate blogs that invite comments and responses provide consumers with a way to interact with the company, creating a sense of community and increasing customer loyalty.

Integrating customer product reviews into their website designs is another way companies utilize UGC. User reviews can be in the form of simple text or, as Amazon.com has done, by uploading user-generated videos. According to one study, 82% of consumers who read product reviews online say their purchasing decisions are directly influenced by these reviews. In addition, 69% of consumers who read reviews share them with friends, family or colleagues, thereby amplifying the reviews’ impact. It has been suggested that including both positive and negative product reviews on a company’s website establishes customer trust and loyalty.

A number of companies use UGC in their advertising campaigns, a practice which enhances brand loyalty by enabling consumers to express their ideas and enthusiasm about products. For example, an ING Direct contest asked consumers to submit videos illustrating original ways to save money. The videos were uploaded to Youtube and ING Direct posted ten videos to its corporate website, where consumers could vote for their favourite video. In 2008, a Frito-Lay contest asked consumers to create and submit homemade Doritos commercials, which were posted online for consumers to vote for their favourite commercial. Frito-Lay aired the winning commercial during the 2009 Super Bowl broadcast and awarded the creators $1 million for receiving the most votes in the USA Today rankings of Super Bowl advertisements. After the success of its UGC-oriented advertising campaign, Frito-Lay decided to air three consumer-created commercials during the 2010 Super Bowl broadcast, one of which placed second in the USA Today ranking, earning the creator $600,000. During the 2011 Super Bowl broadcast, four consumer-created commercials scored within the top ten of the USA Today rankings, including the highest score, winning its creator $1 million.

Some companies utilize social networking sites, such as Facebook and Twitter, to create brand
awareness as well as to disseminate information and promote events with more rapid and widespread coverage than traditional modes of communication. For example, companies can create a company profile on Facebook. Users can express support by becoming “fans” of the company, leaving messages on its Facebook page and participating in discussion groups. Fans can be sent exclusive updates or offers and be invited to events. In November 2009, IKEA developed an advertising campaign that creatively used Facebook’s “tagging” function to promote the opening of a new store in Sweden. Facebook allows users to attach their names to photographs (i.e., to “tag” themselves) located in other users’ photo albums. IKEA created a Facebook profile for the store’s manager and uploaded images of IKEA showrooms to his photo album. IKEA then announced a promotion whereby the first person to tag his or her name to a product in the photographs would win it. Facebook users actively participated and spread word of the campaign to thousands of others by posting a link to their own profile pages and to those of their friends, further promoting the IKEA brand.

Companies can also use UGC as a means of damage control when faced with negative publicity. For example, Domino’s Pizza posted a video apology on YouTube in reaction to an earlier user-generated video that depicted two employees engaging in unhygienic conduct.

**Legal Issues Surrounding UGC**

**(a) Copyright Issues**

(i) Website Operators’ Liability for Infringing UGC Posted on Their Sites

The unauthorized posting of copyrighted UGC online is prohibited by both Canadian and U.S. copyright law. Therefore, if a user of a website uploads infringing content to the site, both the user and the website operator may, subject to any available defences, be liable for copyright infringement. Copyright owners commonly sue only the website operator as a matter of convenience or to target perceived “deep pockets.”

In Canada, website operators (and posters of UGC) would be able to raise a “fair dealing” defence if the UGC is used for certain enumerated purposes, including research, private study, criticism, review or news reporting, and if the source of the work has been sufficiently acknowledged. The U.S. Copyright Act provides for a broader, more open-ended “fair use” defence to copyright infringement and does not, unlike the Canadian statute, treat permitted uses as being exhaustive or provide that failure to acknowledge the source will be a bar to the defence. As well, U.S. courts have identified certain uses, such as parody, as falling within the ambit of fair use. The scope of the current Canadian fair dealing defence is less clear as there is a lack of a rich body of jurisprudence on the issue. Although parody has not been expressly recognized by Canadian courts as a defence to copyright infringement, courts have suggested that it may qualify as protected “criticism”, provided that the requirements of the Act are satisfied.

Website operators may also be shielded from liability for infringing UGC posted to their sites if they are unaware of the infringing content or remove it upon becoming aware of the infringing content. The Canadian Copyright Act provides immunity from liability for copyright infringement to those persons whose acts consist only of providing the means necessary for
another to communicate the copyrighted work. 48
The Supreme Court of Canada discussed this
issue in the context of online activity in a 2004
decision 49 (“SOCAN”) and held that the Copy-
right Act does not impose liability for infringe-
ment on intermediaries, such as Internet service
providers (“ISPs”), who supply software and
hardware to facilitate use of the Internet and act
merely as a conduit. 50 The attributes of a “con-
duit” include a lack of actual knowledge of the
infringing content and the impracticality (both
technical and economic) of monitoring the vast
amount of material moving through the Inter-
et. 51 The Supreme Court held that each
transmission must be looked at individually to
determine whether the intermediary merely acts
as a conduit for communications by other
persons and does not itself engage in acts that
relate to the content of the communication. 52
The Supreme Court agreed with the Copyright
Board’s general view that, for most transmis-
sions, it is safe to conclude that only the person
who posts a work communicates it. 53
However, where an ISP receives notice that in-
fringing content has been posted on its facilities,
a failure to remove that content may attract a
finding that the ISP authorized the communica-
tion and liability for infringement. 54 In SOCAN,
the Supreme Court indicated that Parliament
should enact a statutory “notice and take down”
procedure as has been done in the European
community and the U.S. 55 The recently intro-
duced Canadian federal Copyright Bill 56 pro-
poses a “notice and notice” regime, whereby if a
copyright owner were to send a notice in the
prescribed form to an ISP that its works were
being infringed on the ISP’s system, the ISP
would be required to forward the notice to the
alleged infringing subscriber. 57 Under the re-
gime, the ISP would be responsible for retaining
information required to identify the alleged in-
fringer for a period of six months. 58 A copyright
owner’s only remedy against an ISP who failed
to perform its obligations under the notice and
notice regime would be damages in the amount
of $5,000 to $10,000. 59
The extent to which the SOCAN decision ap-
plies to a website operator in the context of in-
fringing UGC posted on its site is not clear. The
case was decided before the meteoric rise of
UGC and dealt with conduit-like ISPs — which
were not defined — rather than corporate web-
sites or UGC websites such as YouTube. The
Supreme Court held that ISPs are protected
from liability if they supply the “means” neces-
sary for the communication of the work, namely
“all software connection equipment, connec-
tivity services, hosting and other facilities and
services without which such communication
would not occur”. 60 Whether the facilities and
services of a website operator will be viewed as
constituting the “means” necessary for commu-
ication so as to escape liability for infringing
UGC has yet to be decided. 61
By way of comparison, the situation is clearer in
the U.S. The U.S. Digital Millennium Copyright
Act [the DMCA] grants online service providers
several “safe harbour” provisions as protection
from liability for infringing information residing
on their systems or networks at the direction of
users, provided certain prescribed conditions are
met. 62 The immunity from liability applies only
if the service provider does not know or should
not reasonably have known about the infringing
activity. 63 Upon obtaining such knowledge, the
service provider must act expeditiously to re-
move the infringing material. In addition, the service provider cannot receive a “financial benefit directly attributable to the infringing activity” if the service provider has the “right and ability to control” such activity. The DMCA also provides for a notice and takedown regime. Upon proper notification of claimed infringement to the service provider’s designated agent, the service provider must respond to such takedown notices by expeditiously removing the alleged material. The service provider is required to promptly notify persons whose materials are removed and provide them with an opportunity to send a written counter notice that the material was wrongly removed. On receiving a proper counter notice, the service provider is required to promptly notify the claiming party of the objection and, if that party does not commence an action within 14 days, the service provider is required to restore the material to its location on the network.

A number of American cases have specifically dealt with whether website operators should be protected by the safe-harbour provisions of the DMCA for infringing UGC uploaded on their sites. In Io Group, Inc. v. Veoh Networks, Inc. (“Io v. Veoh”), the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of California held that Veoh, a company which provides a website to enable users to upload and share video content over the Internet, was entitled to rely on the DMCA safe harbour for alleged copyright infringement. Neither Io nor the Court disputed that Veoh was a “service provider” as defined by the DMCA and the court concluded that Veoh met the threshold requirements in order to be eligible for the safe harbour. The Court held that Veoh was not precluded from relying on the safe harbour provisions simply because of its automated processing of user-submitted content and referred to a District Court of Maryland decision which had held that the defendant satisfied the requirement that material be stored at the direction of a user even though the defendant’s employees reviewed submitted photos and posted to the website only those that met the defendant’s criteria. The Court in that case concluded that the photos were uploaded at the volition of users and that the defendant’s employees were simply performing a “gateway” function that furthered the goals of the DMCA. The Court in Io v. Veoh also concluded that although Veoh had the ability to control its own system, it did not have the ability to control the infringing activity. In concluding that Veoh was entitled to the safe harbour protection, the Court noted that Veoh had a strong DMCA policy, took active steps to limit incidents of infringement on its website and worked diligently to keep unauthorized works off its website. Although this case was a victory for UGC website operators, the Court provided no clear guidelines for determining when copyright infringements are beyond a service provider’s control.

A few months after the Io v. Veoh decision, another case involving Veoh (UMG Recordings Inc. et al. v. Veoh Networks Inc. et al.) concluded that “service providers” as defined in the DMCA include website operators, such as Veoh, and that website operators are, therefore, entitled to rely on the DMCA safe harbour provisions. In a related decision involving the same parties, the Court reached a number of useful conclusions. In determining what constitutes “knowledge” of infringement, the Court emphasized that the burden of identifying infringing content is on
the content owner, not the website operator, who is not required to search for such material. The general presence of copyrightable content on a website was held not sufficient to impute knowledge of infringement to the website operator. The Court also concluded that removing infringing material within two days of becoming aware of the material is sufficiently “expeditious” and that the ability of a website owner to remove material from its site does not reach the level of control required to prevent protection under the safe harbour provisions.

Viacom recently sued YouTube for copyright infringement, claiming that 150,000 unauthorized clips of Viacom programs were posted to its website and that YouTube had “deliberately chosen not to take reasonable precautions to deter rampant infringement on its site”. Viacom argued that YouTube had actual and constructive knowledge that YouTube users were employing the site to copy and publicly perform Viacom’s copyrighted works and that, acting with this knowledge, YouTube enabled, facilitated and materially contributed to its users’ copyright infringement. Viacom pointed out that even a cursory review of the YouTube website reveals numerous infringing videos of Viacom’s television shows, motion pictures and other audiovisual works.

The critical question considered in this case was whether the statutory phrases “actual knowledge that the material or an activity using the material on the system or network is infringing” and “facts or circumstances from which infringing activity is apparent” in the DMCA mean a general awareness that there are infringements or rather the existence of actual or constructive knowledge of specific and identifiable infringements of individual items. In June 2010, the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York held in favour of YouTube, finding that these statutory phrases describe knowledge of specific and identifiable infringements of particular individual items and that mere knowledge of the prevalence of such activity in general is not enough. General knowledge that infringement is “ubiquitous” does not impose a duty on the website operator to monitor or search its service for infringements. As a result, the Court granted YouTube summary judgment that it qualifies for the safe harbour provisions of the DMCA.

(ii) Collaboration Between UGC Website Operators and Copyright Owners

In 2007, a number of U.S. commercial copyright owners and UGC website operators established a set of “Principles for User Generated Content Services” in order to “foster an online environment that promotes the benefits of UGC services and protects the rights of copyright owners”. The Principles’ objectives include eliminating infringing content on UGC websites, encouraging the uploading of wholly original and authorized user-generated audio and video content, and accommodating fair use of copyrighted content on UGC websites. The Principles require UGC website operators to display information on their websites that promote respect for intellectual property rights and discourage users from uploading infringing content, and to use effective content identification technology to block infringing user-uploaded content from their websites. In return for the website operators’ good faith adherence to the Principles, the copyright owners agree not to assert a claim of copyright infringement against
them. It has been noted that the Principles illustrate the evolution of cyberspace toward a model of negotiated self-governance against a background of legally enforceable rules.

(b) Defamation and Other Liability Issues

(i) Defamation Issues

Defamation can be defined as a false statement to a person’s discredit. In order for an action to succeed, the defamatory remark must have been published, that is, it must have been communicated to some person other than the plaintiff. Such communication can occur over the Internet. For example, the posting of defamatory comments on a website has been held to constitute publication. A recent Canadian case held that merely providing a hyperlink (which may be considered to be UGC) to defamatory material does not constitute publication of the material found at the hyperlinked sites. However, hyperlinking may amount to publication of third party content if the facts demonstrate that the particular hyperlink is accompanied by words of invitation or recommendation to view the defamatory material.

Many website operators do not monitor the content posted to their websites, providing users with the opportunity to post defamatory material. False or misleading statements posted by a user may lead to claims of defamation against the website operator. In the U.S., the Communications Decency Act [the CDA] provides immunity to Internet service providers, including website operators, for causes of action that arise out of Internet content posted by a third party. Therefore, where defamatory material is posted by a third party, a website operator will not be liable so long as the website operator is not the author of the content. The Supreme Court of New York recently dismissed a defamation action against Facebook for defamatory statements posted by Facebook members, holding that Facebook is immune from liability under the CDA. A U.S. television anchor recently sued her television station over defamatory comments posted by visitors on the station’s website in connection with an article on the website relating to the anchor’s arrest on drug possession charges. In ruling that the website owner was not liable for the postings of its users, the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of Mississippi, Southern Division provided this interpretation of the CDA immunity provision:

Persons who claim that they were harmed by a website’s publication of user-generated content may sue the third-party user who generated that content, but they may not sue the interactive computer service that enabled the third-party user to publish the content online. Thus, an interactive computer service is entitled to immunity as long as it did not create or author the particular information at issue.

Another American case held that CDA immunity applies not only to website operators but to individual users who post allegedly defamatory material originating from another source. This case established that an individual user who only posts the defamatory material is entitled to immunity, but noted that “at some point, active involvement in the creation of a defamatory Internet posting [will] expose a defendant to liability as an original source”. A recent case considered at what point this line will be crossed and held that a “material contribution” test should be used in determining whether a defendant contributed sufficient additional material to
remove the immunity that the defendant would otherwise enjoy under the CDA.\(^{111}\)

In Canada, there are no statutory protections analogous to the provisions of the U.S. CDA to protect website operators from defamatory material posted on their sites and Canadian courts have yet to clarify the issue of whether and when a website operator will be held liable for such defamatory posts.\(^{112}\)

(ii) Other Claims and the CDA

In addition to protecting website operators from defamation claims, the CDA provides immunity for a wide variety of claims, including causes of action alleging invasion of privacy, negligence, breach of contract, fraud, breach of warranty, violations of the U.S. *Fair Housing Act* and violations of the right of publicity.\(^{113}\) In *Fair Housing Council of San Fernando Valley v. Roommates.com LLC*\(^{114}\) (“Roommates.com”), the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit held that where a website operator helps to develop unlawful content, it will not enjoy immunity under the CDA.\(^{115}\) In this regard, a website operator will be considered to have helped to develop unlawful content if it contributes materially to the alleged illegality.\(^{116}\) In *Roommates.com*, the defendant operated a roommate-matching service that required users to fill out a questionnaire, stating their gender, sexual orientation and family status, which requirement constituted a discriminatory practice under the *Fair Housing Act*. The Court held that the website operator was not entitled to immunity under the CDA since it was the developer, at least in part, of the prohibited content.\(^{117}\)

A U.S. District Court in California recently denied a defendant’s motion to dismiss an action on the grounds that the defendant was immune under the *CDA* because the Court could not determine at the pleadings stage whether the defendant, Zynga Game Network, Inc., an online “social game” developer, was responsible, in whole or in part, for creating or developing the “special offers” that deceived players of Zynga’s social networking games.\(^{118}\) The plaintiffs asserted that Zynga is not a “neutral” website that merely allows third parties to post advertisements, but a direct participant in the fraudulent transactions at issue.\(^{119}\)

In another recent case, Twitter was sued by St. Louis Cardinals manager Tony La Russa for having opened an account for the name “Tony La Russa” by a user posing as La Russa.\(^{120}\) Among La Russa’s allegations was a claim of violating his right of publicity. Although the lawsuit was withdrawn, Twitter would likely have enjoyed immunity under the CDA.\(^{121}\)

(c) Trade-mark Issues

Under Canadian trade-mark law, the owner of a registered trade-mark has the exclusive right to the use of that trade-mark in association with the wares or services for which it has been registered.\(^{122}\) In a trade-mark infringement action, a plaintiff must show that the defendant has used the plaintiff’s trade-mark in association with the same wares or services and for the purpose of distinguishing the defendant’s wares or services from those of others.\(^{123}\) Alternatively, a plaintiff can claim trade-mark infringement where the defendant sells, distributes or advertises wares or services in association with a trade-mark that is confusingly similar to the registered trade-mark.\(^{124}\) Canadian trade-mark law also prohibits the use of a registered trade-mark in a manner
likely to have the effect of depreciating the value of the goodwill attached to it. Therefore, posting UGC on the Internet that contains a registered trade-mark, or one that is confusingly similar, could amount to trade-mark infringement if the mark is “used” as defined in the Trade-marks Act.

Trade-mark issues usually arise in the context of UGC when a trade-mark owner seeks to hold a website operator responsible for trade-mark infringement as a result of the website operator’s involvement in the display of the protected mark on its site. Although there does not appear to be any Canadian decisions addressing this issue, various U.S. blog operators have been sued for trade-mark infringement on the grounds that the blog’s domain name as well as content found on the blog website infringe registered trademarks. However, where the website operator merely creates an online venue allowing third party users to post information without the operator’s prior review or approval, the liability for trade-mark infringement is less certain.

For example, in the imposter Twitter account case noted above, La Russa sued Twitter for alleged trade-mark infringement for the imposter’s use of La Russa’s trade-mark on the Twitter website. American case law has not clarified whether and when website operators will be liable for trade-mark infringement as a result of material posted by a third party. Safe harbour provisions have not been enacted for trade-mark infringement by website operators as is the case under the DMCA for copyright claims. Therefore, liability resulting from the unauthorized posting of protected trade-marks on UGC sites remains a potential area of concern for website operators.

It may be useful for trade-mark owners and website operators to take note of the recent anti-counterfeit cases involving claims by several trade-mark owners against website operator eBay for contributory trade-mark infringement on the grounds that eBay facilitated the infringing conduct of the counterfeiting vendors. The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit recently affirmed a U.S. district court’s ruling that eBay was not liable for infringing the trademarks of well-known jeweler Tiffany. A service provider will be held liable for contributory trade-mark infringement if it “continues to supply its [service] to one whom it knows or has reason to know is engaging in trademark infringement”. In interpreting this standard, both courts held that the service provider must have more than a general knowledge or reason to know that its service is being used to sell counterfeit goods in order to be held liable. Some contemporary knowledge of which particular listings are infringing, or will in the future infringe, is necessary. Although eBay possessed general knowledge as to counterfeiting on its website, such generalized knowledge was found to be insufficient to impose an affirmative duty to remedy the problem. The District Court also found that when Tiffany put eBay on notice of specific items that Tiffany believed to be infringing, eBay promptly removed those listings, warned sellers and buyers, cancelled fees it had earned from those listings and directed buyers not to consummate the sale of the disputed items. Courts in various European jurisdictions have reached conflicting conclusions as to eBay’s liability for trade-mark infringement for counterfeit goods that are sold on its site.
(d) Compelling Disclosure of Users’ Identities

(i) Copyright Infringement

In *BMG Canada Inc. v. John Doe* \(^{141}\) (“*BMG v. John Doe*”) the Canadian Federal Court of Appeal set out the threshold test copyright owners must meet in order to obtain disclosure of the names and addresses of identified online infringers of copyrighted works from Internet service providers. \(^{142}\) The copyright owners must demonstrate that: (i) they have a *bona fide* claim against the proposed defendant; (ii) the ISP is somehow involved in the matter under dispute and not an innocent bystander; (iii) the information cannot practically be obtained from another source, such as the website operator; (iv) the ISP can be reasonably compensated for its expenses arising out of compliance with the disclosure order; and (v) the public interests in favour of the disclosure outweigh legitimate privacy concerns. \(^{143}\) The Court held that, where there exists evidence of copyright infringement, privacy concerns may be met by an order that the user be identified only by initials or by a confidentiality order. In this case, the Court found that the copyright owners’ evidence was insufficient to establish that they had a *bona fide* claim, but granted the copyright owners the right to re-apply, on better material, for the requested order. \(^{144}\)

(ii) Defamation

The Ontario Supreme Court of Justice recently outlined four considerations for a court in determining whether to order disclosure of the identities of persons who have allegedly defamed an individual: (i) whether the unknown alleged wrongdoer could have a reasonable expectation of anonymity in the particular circumstances; (ii) whether the individual has established a prima facie case against the unknown alleged wrongdoer and is acting in good faith; (iii) whether the individual has taken reasonable steps to identify the anonymous party and has been unable to do so; and (iv) whether the public interests favouring disclosure outweigh the legitimate interests of freedom of expression and right to privacy of the persons sought to be indentified if the disclosure is ordered. \(^{145}\) These factors should be considered together and the first three factors are to be weighed and balanced in the context of the fourth factor. \(^{146}\)

A U.S. court recently ordered Google and its subsidiary Blogger.com to disclose the identity of a blogger who posted allegedly defamatory comments. \(^{147}\) The court found that the petitioner was entitled to disclosure of information as to the identity of the anonymous blogger as she sufficiently established the merits of her proposed cause of action for defamation against the blogger and because the information sought was material and necessary to identify the potential defendant. \(^{148}\) This case illustrates the risk of posting UGC to websites, even anonymously.

(e) Privacy Issues

A number of privacy issues arise in the context of UGC. Website operators incorporating UGC must ensure that they comply with their own privacy policy as well as applicable privacy laws. In Canada, the federal *Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act* \(^{149}\) ([PIPEDA]) governs the collection, use and disclosure of personal information in a manner that recognizes the right of privacy of individuals with respect to their personal information and the need of organizations to collect, use and
disclose personal information for purposes that a reasonable person would consider appropriate.\footnote{150} Personal information includes an individual’s name, address, gender, employment and income, as well as visual images, such as photographs and videotape in which individuals may be identified.\footnote{151} \textit{PIPEDA} provides that personal information may only be collected, used or disclosed by an organization with the knowledge and consent of the individual, with limited exceptions as specified in the legislation.\footnote{152} In addition, personal information must only be used and disclosed for the purposes for which it was collected, except with consent or as required by law.\footnote{153} Personal information may be retained only as long as it is necessary to fulfill those purposes and must be protected by adequate safeguards.\footnote{154} In addition, information about an organization’s privacy policies and practices must be readily available to individuals upon request.\footnote{155}

The Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada (the “Office”) investigates complaints and issues reports on the personal information practices of public and private sector organizations.\footnote{156} In 2009, the Office investigated Facebook’s practices and concluded that Facebook was in violation of Canadian privacy law. The Office identified several areas where Facebook needed to better address privacy issues to bring its practices in line with Canadian privacy law and gave Facebook one year to comply.\footnote{157} In particular, the Office found that Facebook lacked adequate safeguards to effectively restrict the disclosure of personal information to third-party developers who create Facebook applications.\footnote{158} The Office also expressed concern that Facebook indefinitely retained personal information of users who had de-activated their accounts, and collected and used personal information of non-users without their consent.\footnote{159} Facebook agreed to address these issues. It decided to require application developers to obtain express consent for the personal information they wish to access, clarify to users that they have the option of de-activating or deleting their accounts,\footnote{160} and include more information in its terms of use statement regarding the protection of non-users’ personal information.\footnote{161} The Office subsequently announced that such changes met the expectations of Canadian privacy law,\footnote{162} but cautioned that it was satisfied only with the changes made in response to the 2009 investigation and that there was still room for improvement in some areas.\footnote{163} For example, the Office recommended that Facebook make its default privacy settings for photo albums uploaded to the site more restrictive.\footnote{164}

Except with respect to the financial services and health sectors, the U.S. has not enacted comprehensive privacy law legislation at the federal level similar to \textit{PIPEDA}.\footnote{165} However, the Federal Trade Commission (the “FTC”) has the authority to regulate unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or affecting commerce.\footnote{166} Like the Office, the FTC investigates complaints and issues reports outlining recommendations to address them. The Electronic Privacy Information Center (“EPIC”), a public interest research organization, reviews government and private sector policies and practices to determine their impact on the privacy interests of U.S. citizens.\footnote{167} In 2009, the FTC reviewed an EPIC complaint regarding numerous alleged data breaches involving user-generated information stored by Google.\footnote{168}
In February 2009, the FTC issued revised guidelines on how online advertisers should protect consumers’ privacy when collecting information about their Internet activities.\(^\text{170}\) The FTC stated that websites and other companies collecting such data must provide clear, consumer-friendly statements about their practices as well as an easy way for consumers to choose whether they are willing to have their information collected for ad targeting.\(^\text{171}\) The guidelines also state that privacy protections should cover any data that can be traced back to a particular consumer, computer or other device. Internet companies typically concentrate on protecting personally identifiable information (such as bank accounts and social security numbers) but not necessarily online searches or profiles on social networks.\(^\text{172}\)

The interplay between UGC and privacy concerns can also be found in other jurisdictions. For example, the Spanish Data Protection Agency (the “DPA”) has ruled that individuals who post pictures or videos of identifiable persons without the consent of those photographed or filmed face liability under Spanish privacy law.\(^\text{173}\) The DPA held that the posting of a video to YouTube without the consent of those depicted constituted a serious violation of privacy law, resulting in a penalty of €1,500.\(^\text{174}\) It has been noted that this fine could deter Spanish users from posting images or movies to social networking and other websites, potentially cutting off the flow of the UGC on which these websites depend.\(^\text{175}\)

A U.S. case illustrates the risk of using images uploaded on the Internet without obtaining the consent of those depicted. In 2007, Virgin Mobile was sued for invasion of privacy in connection with an advertising campaign that used, without consent, a photo of a girl that had been uploaded to Flickr.com.\(^\text{176}\) Although the photographer had uploaded the photo to Flickr.com under a Creative Commons licence, which permitted the commercial use of the photo without permission from the copyright owner, the subject of the photograph took the position that the licence did not eliminate her privacy rights in her image.\(^\text{177}\)

(f) Advertising Issues

(i) Website Operators’ Liability for Infringing UGC in Online Contests

Many companies are incorporating UGC into their advertising campaigns by holding online contests that ask consumers to submit videos which are then posted to the company’s website. This practice raises a number of legal issues. As discussed above, the company may be liable for any resultant copyright or trade-mark infringement, for defamation and for violation of privacy rights. As well, online contests involving UGC raise the further issue of false advertising claims. Both the Canadian Competition Act and the American Lanham Act prohibit the use of materially false or misleading representations in commercial promotions.\(^\text{178}\) While anyone who posts false or misleading statements on a website would violate these laws, it is not clear whether a party will be held responsible for UGC containing false advertising claims that was posted at its request.

In 2006, Quiznos launched an online contest inviting the public to submit home-produced videos depicting Quiznos’ sandwiches as being superior to Subway’s sandwiches. In response, Subway sued Quiznos and iFilm, the video-sharing site owned by Viacom that ran the contest, alleging that the user-generated videos
included false and misleading statements and that by airing these videos, the defendants were in violation of the *Lanham Act*. Although, as discussed above, the *CDA* shields service providers from liability for user postings on their sites, Subway argued that Quiznos should not be entitled to rely on the *CDA* since it was not an uninvolved provider of the videos but encouraged the posting of the material in question. In denying Quiznos’ motion for summary judgment in February 2010, the U.S. District Court for the District of Connecticut ruled that it was unclear whether Quiznos actively participated in creating or developing the third-party content submitted to the contest website and whether it should therefore lose *CDA* immunity. The Court held that this was an issue of fact, best left to a jury after reviewing the evidence. The Court noted that a jury may well conclude that Quiznos did not merely post the allegedly disparaging content contained in the contestant videos, but that it actively solicited disparaging representations about Subway, with the result that it would be responsible for the creation or development of the offending videos. Three days after the Court’s denial of Quiznos’ motion for summary judgment, Quiznos and Subway reached a settlement. The issue, therefore, remains unsettled as to when advertisers and media companies who use online UGC contests in their advertising campaigns will be found liable for false statements or claims made by the UGC creators.

(ii) Testimonials Made on Blogs
The FTC recently published the final revisions to its advertising guidelines for endorsements and testimonial advertisements. The guidelines clarify when a consumer’s positive blog post about a product constitutes an endorsement such that it becomes subject to potential FTC enforcement for unfair and deceptive practices in violation of the *FTC Act*. Under the guidelines, a blog will be considered to be an endorsement where the blogger is part of a networking marketing program under which the blogger periodically reviews products and receives free samples of the products reviewed. The greater the degree of co-ordination between the blogger and the product’s manufacturer, the more likely the blog will be considered an endorsement. If a consumer posts a blog about a product that contains false or unsubstantiated statements, both the blogger and the product’s manufacturer could be held liable if the blog is considered an endorsement under the guidelines.

The revised guidelines also add new examples relating to UGC to illustrate the long-standing principle that “material connections” (including payments or free products) between advertisers and endorsers that consumers would not expect must be disclosed. For example, a manufacturer of a video game system may provide a video game expert who maintains a personal blog about his gaming experience with a new gaming system for free. If the blogger provides a positive review of the system, the blogger is required to disclose that fact to his readers and the manufacturer is required to advise the blogger to make that disclosure. Similarly, if employees of a manufacturer of MP3 players post positive reviews of the MP3 players on an online message board designated for discussions of music download technology frequented by MP3 player enthusiasts, the employees should clearly and conspicuously disclose their relationship with the manufacturer.
The Canadian Marketing Association has published a Code of Ethics and Standards of Practice (the “Code”) that contains similar guidelines. The Code provides that marketers should avoid undercover marketing initiatives that encourage consumers to believe that the marketer’s agents are acting independently and without compensation when they are not. In addition, except where an endorser is identified as an expert or a generally recognized celebrity, “any material connection between the endorser and the marketer must be disclosed”.

(iii) Astroturfing

Astroturfing is a process by which a company’s employees pose as independent consumers to post positive reviews and commentary to websites and Internet message boards about their company. In the U.S., the Attorney General of New York has taken the position that astroturfing constitutes deceptive commercial practice, false advertising and fraudulent and illegal conduct under New York and federal consumer protection legislation. In what appears to be the first U.S. case directed at combating astroturfing, the Attorney General recently reached a settlement with a cosmetic surgery company, Lifestyle Lift, over the posting of fake consumer reviews on the Internet. Lifestyle Lift had directed its employees to publish positive reviews and comments about the company on various Internet message board services to trick web-browsing consumers into believing that satisfied customers were posting their own stories. Internal emails discovered by the Attorney General’s office illustrate the specific instructions given to employees. One email to employees stated: “Friday is going to be a slow day – I need you to devote the day to doing more postings on the web as a satisfied client”. Another email sent to a Lifestyle Life employee read: “Put your wig and skirt on and tell them about the great experience you had”. In addition to posting false reviews on Internet message boards, Lifestyle Lift also created stand-alone websites that offered positive narratives about the Lifestyle Lift experience that were designed to appear as if they were created by independent and satisfied customers.

(g) The Use of UGC in Litigation

(i) UGC Posted on Facebook is Discoverable

In February 2009, the Ontario Superior Court of Justice made an order permitting a defendant to cross-examine a plaintiff in a motor vehicle accident lawsuit on content he had posted on his private Facebook profile and had not made available to the public. The Court held that it was reasonable to infer that the plaintiff’s social networking site likely contained content that was relevant to the issue of how he had led his life since the accident in question. The Court stated that the plaintiff’s privacy settings on his Facebook profile were irrelevant and that the profile information was “data and information in electronic form” discoverable under Canada’s Rules of Civil Procedure.

(ii) UGC Posted on Facebook May be Used as Evidence

In April 2009, the Newfoundland and Labrador Supreme Court used content posted on the plaintiff’s Facebook profile page as evidence in a motor vehicle accident lawsuit. The Court determined that excerpts from the Facebook page showed that, contrary to the plaintiff’s claims, he
had a “rather full and active social life”. The Court stated that, without this evidence, it would have been left with a very different impression of the plaintiff’s social life.

(iii) UGC Posted on Facebook May be Grounds for Termination

The British Columbia Labour Relations Board recently upheld the firing of two employees of an automotive detailing and accessory shop who had posted offensive and derogatory comments about their employer on their Facebook profile pages. The Board held that the employees could not have had a serious expectation of privacy when publishing comments on their Facebook pages. Because the comments were damaging to the employer’s business and amounted to insubordination, the Board concluded that the employer had just cause for termination.

(iv) UGC Posted by Jurors During a Trial

Jurors are increasingly using electronic devices during trials to post content relating to the trial. A recent survey from the Conference of Court Public Information Officers found that 9.8% of judges reported witnessing jurors using social media profile sites, microblogging sites, smartphones, tablets or notebooks in the courtroom. The survey also found that more than half of the judges polled provide juror instructions mentioning new media use during the trial. Federal judges are advised by the Judicial Conference of the U.S. to issue the following jury instructions:

You may not communicate with anyone about the case on your cell phone, through e-mail, BlackBerry, iPhone, text messaging, or on Twitter, through any blog or website, through any Internet chat room, or by way of any other social network-

Despite judges’ efforts to prevent the posting of UGC by jurors during a trial, the activity persists and, in some cases, the losing party has relied on such activity in attacking the decision. For example, in March 2009, a party tried to overturn a $12.6 million judgment by an Arkansas court claiming that a juror used Twitter to send updates during the trial. As well, defence lawyers in a federal corruption trial of a former state senator demanded before the verdict was delivered that the judge declare a mistrial because a juror had posted updates on the case on Twitter and Facebook. However, the judge allowed the deliberations to continue, which led to a guilty verdict.

Courts are increasingly finding jurors accountable for posting case-related information online during a trial. For example, a juror in Michigan was recently removed from a jury for posting on Facebook that she thought the defendant was guilty — before the defence had presented its case. The juror posted that it was “gonna be fun to tell the defendant they’re GUILTY”. The juror was fined $250 and required to write an essay about the constitutional right to a fair trial.

(v) UGC Used in Judgments

More than 100 U.S. judicial rulings have relied on content posted on Wikipedia, including a number of appellate decisions. These citations are often found in a decision’s footnotes and normally do not relate to the main issue under consideration. Wikipedia has been used to define the Jewish marriage ceremony, to declare that French is the official language of the Republic of Guinea, and to define phrases such as “jun-
gle juice” and “booty music”\textsuperscript{219}. The Ontario Superior Court of Justice has quoted the definition Wikipedia used for the word “Thiru”.\textsuperscript{220}

**Practical Strategies for Minimizing Risks Associated with UGC**

(a) **Tips for Website Operators**

There are a number of practical strategies that website operators can implement in order to minimize the risks associated with incorporating UGC into their websites:

- Review websites to determine whether UGC is present. Websites that are not typical UGC sites may nevertheless contain UGC that could present legal issues for the website operator.\textsuperscript{221}

- Website terms and conditions should include representations that posted material does not infringe copyright, violate trademark rights, contain defamatory material or depict persons without their permission. The terms and conditions should be easily accessible and written in plain English rather than in legalese.\textsuperscript{222} In addition, passive website terms and conditions should be avoided in favour of click-wrap agreements which require users to scroll through the terms and conditions and affirmatively click an “accept” button, and which courts are more likely to enforce.\textsuperscript{223}

- Ensure the website’s privacy policy is easily accessible and is reviewed regularly to reflect recent case law, legislation, rulings and pronouncements of applicable regulators, as well as the website’s actual profile.\textsuperscript{225} To comply with **PIPEDA**, consent must be obtained for the collection, use and disclosure of any personal information received from users. Below is an excerpt from YouTube’s Privacy Notice:

> If you submit personal information to YouTube, we may use that information to operate, maintain, and improve the features and functionality of YouTube, and to process any flagging activity or other communication you send to us. We do not use your email address or other personal information to send commercial or marketing messages without your consent. We may use your email address without further consent for non-marketing or administrative purposes (such as notifying you of major YouTube changes or for customer service purposes).\textsuperscript{226}

- Obtain adequate rights from UGC providers with respect to their content. For example, website operators may wish to own the content outright, or instead seek a licence permitting them to use the content, leaving ownership with the UGC provider. Below is an excerpt from Facebook’s Statement of Rights and Responsibilities:

> You own all of the content and information you post on Facebook…You grant us a non-exclusive, transferable, sub-licensable, royalty-free, worldwide license to use any
consider intellectual property content that you post on or in connection with Facebook.  

- Consider entering into agreements with content owners. For example, under YouTube’s Content ID program, content owners and YouTube split the revenues generated from ads attached to UGC posted on YouTube that contains the copyright owners’ content.

- Establish procedures for dealing with UGC complaints reasonably and expeditiously. Website operators should provide users with access to site administrators for sending complaints and takedown notices and, when faced with a complaint, should act promptly to investigate and remove any infringing content. YouTube has implemented an online copyright complaint form to expedite this process as well as a content verification program designed specifically to assist copyright-holding companies with multiple removal requests of allegedly infringing content.

(b) Tips for UGC Providers

There are a number of practice strategies UGC providers can implement to protect their rights and minimize the risks associated with posting content online:

- Carefully review the website’s terms and conditions. Be particularly aware of whether they provide for a transfer of content rights to the website operator.

- Ensure the posted content does not violate any copyright or trade-mark rights or contain any defamatory statements.

- Review the website’s privacy policy, and understand how posted information can be used by the website operator. Obtain consent from all identifiable persons in posted content, including photographs and videos.

(c) Tips for Content Owners

Content owners should devote sufficient resources to monitor UGC websites for possible infringement. Upon discovering potentially infringing activity, they should carefully review the material and, if appropriate, send a notice requiring it to be removed. Content owners should also consider approaching UGC website operators for licensing and revenue sharing possibilities.

Conclusion

The proliferation of UGC in recent years has raised traditional legal issues, such as copyright infringement, defamation and violation of privacy rights, in a novel context. Although a number of court decisions provide guidance as to rights and obligations that arise in connection with UGC, both for users who post the content and for website operators on whose sites the content is posted, many of these decisions are under consideration and numerous issues have yet to reach the courts. The next few years will likely provide answers to many legal questions concerning UGC, although new forms of UGC and new ways of using it will evolve and undoubtedly raise new questions.
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